Supplies for Wire Work Earrings, Ring, Bracelet
Elaine Pataky

Basic supplies for all 3 classes;
1. Wire snips (flush cutters)
2. Flat nose pliers
3. Round nose pliers
4. Chain nose pliers
5. Bent nose pliers optional
6. Ultra fine Sharpee - 2 colors
7. Metal, wood or plastic ruler with inches and centimeters
8. Painters blue tape
9. Protective eye wear, magnifier eye wear ( can be the same item )
10. Polishing cloth

Ring;
1. Above supplies plus a ring mandrel or any other hard object that your favorite ring fits on ie wooden dowel, lipstick etc.
2. Rubber, plastic or rawhide hammer

Bracelet;
1. Above supplies plus soft measuring tape to measure your wrist